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What is a dark photon?
New, massive U(1) gauge boson A’ which 

kinetically mixes with the hypercharge boson Y:

=) A’ couples universally to charged 
matter with strength         g           

Remove kinetic mixing with a field redefinition:

↵0 / ✏

L � ✏

2
FY
µ⌫F

0µ⌫

L � ✏ cos ✓W gDA0
µJ

µ
EM

(note asymmetry: photon is massless, so doesn’t talk to dark sector)
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How can we look for it?
Replace a photon with an A’ in any QED process 

Pair annihilation:

Bremsstrahlung:
e�p ! e�pA0

e!

p

!

A"

e+e� ! �A0

e+

e� �

A0
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“Detecting a Resonance Kinematically with 
eLectrons Incident on a Gaseous Hydrogen Target”

Electrons: Jefferson Lab Free Electron Laser drive beam
(100 MeV @ 1 MW: compare LHC wall plug 100 MW)

Protons: fixed target of hydrogen gas
e�

e�

e�

p

p

A0

Mostly elastic scattering,
so HUGE event rate!

p
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DarkLight: 
visible search

Suppose A’ decays into an e+/e- pair:

If A’ is on-shell, see a bump at the 10-6 level
in the e+/e- invt. mass spectrum

Want a high-statistics experiment (1 ab-1!)*
which can reconstruct electron and positron 4-vectors

(Freytsis, Ovanesyan, Thaler, JHEP 2010:111; DarkLight PAC 39 proposal)

e�p ! e�pA0, A0 ! e+e�

*entire LHC data set

cf Ray Cowan’s talk
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DarkLight:
 invisible search

A’ could also decay predominantly into dark matter
 or some other hidden state:

Now proton detection and reconstruction is crucial:

Furthermore, photons can fake invisible final state, 
so want efficient photon veto 

m2
miss = (p1 + p2 � p3 � p4)

2

(YK, Thaler, Phys. Rev. D86:115012 (2012))

e�p ! e�pA0, A0 ! inv.

Focus on invisible search here
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Detector design
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Sees e+/e-

Sees protons(Want photon 
detection here)

100 MeV 
electron 

beam

Fixed proton target
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Backgrounds?
•                            : Z is so far off shell that 

this is completely negligible

• But nothing else gives missing energy in SM!

• Only have to worry about neutral or lost 
objects

• 100 MeV <      , so no QCD to give pions 
or neutrons

ep ! epZ⇤ ! ep⌫⌫

m⇡
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Actual backgrounds

e
!

p

!

! !

e
!

p

!

!m2
miss = 0

(with perfect
resolution...)

e
!

p

!

m2
miss 6= 0

Irreducible without photon detection!
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Key things to worry 
about

• Mis-measurement: easy to fake missing 
energy by mis-measuring an electron or 
proton

• Pileup: tons of events being tracked in the 
detector, what if we mis-reconstruct an 
event? Huge elastic rates...
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Dealing with 
mis-measurement
�2
m =

✓
E

m

◆2

�2
E �

⇣ p

m

⌘2
�2
p

Mass resolution gets worse with increasing A’ energy
Unlike LHC, want to minimize missing energy for a 

given missing mass

E

m
⌘ 1 +�
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Dealing with 
mis-measurement
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smaller FWHM, 
but less signal
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Dealing with pileup
Huge luminosity means huge event rate. 

Can QED pileup fake a large missing invariant mass? 

Kinematics of ep with ep+anything:

p1 + p2 ! p03 + p04 + q
p1 + p2 ! p3 + p4

(p3 = e�, p4 = p, q = anything)

e�

e�

p
p

which electron
with which

proton?
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Dealing with pileup
m2

miss = (p1 + p2 � p03 � p4)
2

= (p3 + p4 � p03 � p4)
2

= (p3 � p03)
2  0

Strictly 
nonpositive!
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Perfect resolution

Experimental resolution
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“Irreducible” background:
ep��
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Identical kinematics, four orders of magnitude larger!
Need photon detection capability
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What you can do with 
a 10 mA electron gun

• Use drive beam from 
JLab FEL

• Macroscopic current!

• Luminosity: 6 x 1035 

cm2 s-1

• 1 ab-1 in only 60 days 
of running!

FEL Beam-Target Tests & Rad Measurements"

J.R. Boyce.  DARK2012, INFN, Frascati, Italy.  16-19 Oct. 2012.    Slide 17            !
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JLab FEL setup

DarkLight goes here
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Analysis strategy
Goal: make overall data-taking rate manageable

Level 1
(object ID)

70 MHz 50 kHz
Level 2
(event 
rec.)

300 Hz

(to tape)

vetoes: p, e�, e+, � invt. mass cuts

Total data output comparable to LHC!
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Rates

everything negligible after analysis cuts 
except diphoton irreducible background=)

12

Process Raw (Hz) Veto Level 1 (Hz) Level 2 (Hz) 50 MeV mass window (Hz)

ep 6.5⇥ 107 p < 1 < 10�2 < 10�3

ep� 5.0⇥ 106 � 5.0⇥ 104 2.0⇥ 102 < 10�3

ep�� 1.6⇥ 105 � 1.7⇥ 102 77 2.4

epe+e� 6.6⇥ 103 e�, e+ 1.2⇥ 102 2.3 < 10�2

ep/ep 3.1⇥ 107 p, e� 1.2⇥ 103 < 10�2 < 10�3

ep/ep� 2.4⇥ 106 p, �, e� 4.1⇥ 102 < 10�2 < 10�3

ep�/ep� 2.4⇥ 105 �, e� 1.3⇥ 103 7.3 0.27

Total Background 7.1⇥ 107 – 5.0⇥ 104 2.8⇥ 102 2.7

Signal 5.4⇥ 10�2 none 1.3⇥ 10�2 1.3⇥ 10�2 9.8⇥ 10�3

TABLE IV. Example rates for a 50 MeV A0 search, assuming a luminosity of 6 ⇥ 1035 cm�2 s�1, ↵0 = 3 ⇥ 10�8, 95% photon
detection e�ciency, ✓cut = 103�, and �cut = 1 (1.3 MeV invariant mass resolution). The singles rates are total rates and
include the pileup rates. The ep/ep and ep/ep� rates include an arbitrary number of elastic events. The vetoes p, �, e�, and
e+ refer to the four types of Level 1 vetoes described in Sec. VA. Although �cut = 1 does not a↵ect the 50 MeV signal,
mis-measurement forces a small portion of the cross-section to lie outside the 50 MeV mass window, hence the reduction in
signal rate after the mass window cut.

0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.010-4

0.001

0.01

0.1

1

Dcut

s HpbL

Effects of D cuts Ha' = 10-8L
mgg = 50 MeV
50 MeV A'

FIG. 15. Signal and background cross sections for mA0 =
50 MeV as a function of �cut.

ep/ep pileup only occurs when the paired events have
very similar kinematics. Requiring all additional elec-
trons to be at least 5� separated from the trigger electron
forces any accompanying protons from underlying elastic
events to have su�ciently di↵erent kinematics that the
reconstructed invariant mass remains negative.15 Finally,
the fourth veto ensures that the epe+e� background does
not contribute to the invisible search if the positron is de-
tected.

The rates after these selections are shown in Table IV.

15 In fact, we can in principle have any number of additional elastic
events accompanying a signal event. After applying the third
veto, essentially all the mis-paired invariant masses will be nega-
tive even with finite experimental resolution, allowing us to take
full advantage of the negative invariant mass trick. Note that
we could improve the third veto by requiring only separation in
opening angle ⌦ between the two electrons instead of ✓, but the
elastic rates at these large ✓ angles are su�ciently low that the
improvement would be modest at best.

Pileup rates are calculated by assuming a trigger on a
backwards electron, then calculating the probability for
seeing a second event of the given type within the fol-
lowing 10 ns window according to Poisson statistics and
weighting the cross section by this probability. We see
that the output of Level 1 is 50 kHz as desired.

B. Level 2: Event reconstruction and selection

After the Level 1 vetoes, we are able to perform full
event reconstruction at 50 kHz, enabling additional Level
2 cuts for signal discrimination to yield a final data stor-
age rate of 300 Hz. From Table IV, the dominant back-
grounds after Level 1 are single ep(�) events and ep�/ep�
pileup. The ep� events typically have small values of
m2

miss and do not enter the signal region, leaving mostly
ep��. The ep�/ep� pileup can be largely eliminated us-
ing the negative invariant mass trick of Sec. IV B. We
can also improve the signal invariant mass resolution us-
ing the �cut criteria of Sec. III B.

At Level 2, we pairwise combine the trigger electron
with the various detected protons, and calculate all in-
variant masses. We keep only events with:

• A single invariant mass-squared greater than
(10 MeV)2;

• All other invariant mass-squared pairs negative;

• � < �cut.

The � < �cut selection further reduces the tail on the
ep(�) singles and pileup, and should be optimized to max-
imize the signal to background ratio for a desired invari-

saturates Level 1

Annoying feature:         dominates Level 1, but gets
 thrown out immediately...

ep�
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Bump hunting
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can actually see signal over 
enormous background, with 

enough statistics!
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Experimental reach

mis-measurement
similar reach for 
large masses 
(both QED bkgrnd)
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Constraints from rare kaon decays

Suppressed at tree-level by absence of FCNC...
but still significant at 1-loop

K+ ! ⇡+�⇤ =) K+ ! ⇡+A0 (kinetic mixing)

still not 
excluded!
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Comparison to 
other experiments

Figure 2: The updated constraint from the electron g ! 2 is compared to the other
experimental bounds [19]. The gray regions have been already excluded by them.
The green bands are favored by the muon g ! 2 (see Fig. 1). The regions enclosed
by the colored–dashed lines are suggested to be covered in future. See Ref. [19] for
details of the experiments, where the excluded regions and future sensitivities are
found.

R! with extremely high precision. Although R! has been provided very precisely
in CODATA [12], we should not refer to it in the current analysis. This is because
the determination of the Rydberg constant is based on the transition frequencies,
and hence the analysis would become self–inconsistent.1 On the other hand, if the
Rydberg constant is determined from the definition, (10), it is required to know the
fine structure constant and the electron mass very precisely. If the lepton (g ! 2)’s
are used to determine the fine structure constant, the hidden photon contribution
to the transition frequency, !A

!

, becomes obscure. Also, the relation (11) cannot
be used to determine the "0, because it depends on R!. Thus, other methods are
required to determine "0 accurately. Furthermore, it is very di!cult to measure the
electron mass with the required precision. The accuracy of Ar(e) is worse than that
of Eq. (34).

In order to avoid the di!culties of the Rydberg constant, let us consider a ratio

1 The treatment of R! is unclear in [13], in which they refer to the CODATA, despite that the
hidden photon contributions to the transition frequencies are studied.

11

(Endo, Hamaguchi, Mishima, Phys. Rev. D86, 
095029 (2012))

only DarkLight has reach; other 
invisible searches excluded by g-2
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Summary
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With two months of data,

can see this

over this enormous background

and set these limits on coupling
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Backup slides
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Effects of Delta cuts
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Why haven’t we already 
seen it?

• A’ is massive, so no extra long-range force 
at low energies

• Coupling is very small, so requires 
extremely high statistics to see deviations 
from Standard Model

Upshot: new physics could be hiding at the 
luminosity frontier, not just the energy frontier!
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Why a dark photon?
Consider all renormalizable operators 

coupling new physics to SM:

(hL) 

|h|2|�|2

FY
µ⌫F

0µ⌫

sterile neutrinos?

rare Higgs decays?

dark photon

only really viable interaction at low energies!
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More motivation

• Any enlarged gauge group (think GUT) 
usually has U(1) subgroups

• Motivation from string phenomenology: SM 
embedded in Type II has lots of U(1)’s from 
bulk D-branes not intersecting SM branes
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Why MeV-scale? 

Figure 2. An MREM sky map of the 511 keV positron annihilation line emission. The contours indicate intensity levels of
10!2, 10!3, and 10!4 ph cm!2 s!1 sr!1. Details are given in the text.

from a halo component. In the first year data, disk emis-
sion was already marginally detected, while a stellar halo
component (comprising emission peaking at the Galac-
tic center and fainter emission extending far beyond the
bulge region) could not yet be discerned from pure bulge
models.

In order to investigate the possible existence of faint and
extended emission from outside the central region of the
Galaxy we fitted simple and flexible models for bulge
and halo emissions in the absence or presence of simple
disk models. The bulge and halos emissions were repre-
sented by nested spherical shells of homogeneous emis-
sivity, centered at the Galactic center. The disk emission
was described either by the young (0–0.15Gyr) or the old
(7–10 Gyr) stellar disk models as derived by Robin et al.
[34]. The fit results are summarized in Table 1.

It is evident from Table 1 that there is significant 511 keV
line emission from outside the bulge region of the Galaxy.
The maximum likelihood ratio ! for the “2 nested shells”
bulge model is only 1273.8, much lower than for any
other model tested. Adding a halo component (i.e. shells
extending farther from the Galactic center) and/or a disk
model significantly improves the fits. The disk mod-
els are favoured over the halo models since either disk
model improves the fit more than additional shell/halo
components. In any combination of halo and disk com-
ponents, the disk component is always significantly de-
tected. When combined with a disk, the 1.5–5 kpc shell
is still marginally detected, which provides a tantaliz-
ing hint at possible halo-like emission; the 5–8 kpc shell
is then not required. The fluxes from the two inner-
most shells, describing the bulge region, are remarkably
robust and independent of the presence of other model
components, reflecting the brightness of the bulge re-
gion of our Galaxy in annihilation radiation. For the
two-shell “bulge only” model, we obtain a total flux of
(0.96 ± 0.06) ! 10!3ph cm!2 s!1, in excellent agree-
ment with Knödlseder et al. [20]. For all other mod-

els in Table 1, we obtain total fluxes in the range (1.7–
3.1) !10!3ph cm!2 s!1. Considering only models in-
cluding disk components, but excludingmodels with four
shells (since the large flux attributed to the 5–8 kpc shell
is very uncertain), we obtain bulge+halo fluxes in the
range (0.8–1.3) !10!3ph cm!2 s!1 and disk fluxes in
the range (0.9–1.8) !10!3ph cm!2 s!1. The bulge-to-
disk (B/D) flux ratio is found to be between 0.4 and 1.4.
These values are lower than the range 1–3 determined by
Knödlseder et al. [20] using the first year of SPI obser-
vations. Although mostly consistent within statistical er-
rors, we tend to find now lower bulge fluxes and higher
disk fluxes than with the first year data. Our values for
the B/D flux ratio lie within the wide range of 0.2–3.3
obtained by Milne et al. [24] from OSSE/SMM/TGRS
observations.

We then investigated other characterizations of the bulge
and disk emission. In a first step, and to compare with
previous work, we modelled the bulge emission using an
ellipsoidal distribution with a Gaussian radial profile in
longitude and latitude, with full-widths at half maximum
in longitude and latitude !l and !b. This bulge model
was combined with the young stellar disk description by
Robin et al. [34]; its three parameters are the disk scale
length hR+

, the scale length of the central disk hole hR!
,

and the axis ratio " [see definitions in Table 3 of 34].
We find values of !l = 6.5"+1.1

"

!0.9" and !b = 5.1"+0.8
"

!0.8"

for the bulge component. These values indicate a bulge
extent that is slightly smaller than the FWHM of about
8" inferred from the first year data [20]. We note that
Kinzer et al. [19] found values of !l = 6.3" ± 1.5"

and !b = 4.9" ± 0.7" in an analysis of OSSE ob-
servations, in very good agreement with our measure-
ment. The parameter values for the disk component are
hR+

" 4 kpc, hR!
" 3 kpc, and " " 0.3. As will be dis-

cussed below, none of these disk parameters is well con-
strained by the current data (for comparison, the young
stellar disk is defined by hR+

= 5 kpc, hR!
= 3 kpc,

and " = 0.014). Our disk parameters correspond to

INTEGRAL 511 keV signal (astro-ph/0702621)
2-4 keV
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Figure 1: Experimental model-independent residual rate of the single-hit scintillation
events, measured by DAMA/LIBRA,1,2,3,4,5,6 in the (2 – 4), (2 – 5) and (2 – 6)
keV energy intervals as a function of the time. The zero of the time scale is January
1st of the first year of data taking of the former DAMA/NaI experiment [15]. The
experimental points present the errors as vertical bars and the associated time bin
width as horizontal bars. The superimposed curves are the cosinusoidal functions
behaviors A cos!(t ! t0) with a period T = 2!

" = 1 yr, with a phase t0 = 152.5 day
(June 2nd) and with modulation amplitudes, A, equal to the central values obtained
by best fit over the whole data including also the exposure previously collected by
the former DAMA/NaI experiment: cumulative exposure is 1.17 ton " yr (see also
ref. [15] and refs. therein). The dashed vertical lines correspond to the maximum
expected for the DM signal (June 2nd), while the dotted vertical lines correspond to
the minimum. See text.

5

DAMA/LIBRA annual modulation (1002.1028)
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Why MeV-scale? 

aSM

µ

= 1.16591802(2)(42)(46)⇥ 10�3

aexp
µ

= 1.16582089(5.4)(3.3)⇥ 10�3

3.6-sigma discrepancy!

Muon anomalous magnetic moment

�
A0

µ

µ
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Why is the coupling so small?
Kinetic mixing operator not SU(5) gauge-invariant. 
However, can generate this operator with Planck-

suppressed GUT-breaking operators

One loop: kinetic mixing through heavy particles

GUT Higgs, gets vev
1

MPl
Tr[�F 5

µ⌫ ]F
µ⌫
D

� A0
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Constraints
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FIG. 1: Left: Existing constraints on an A

0. Shown are constraints from electron and muon anomalous magnetic moment
measurements, ae and aµ, the BaBar search for ⌥(3S) ! �µ

+
µ

�, three beam dump experiments, E137, E141, and E774,
and supernova cooling (SN). These constraints are discussed further in Section III. Right: Existing constraints are shown in
gray, while the various lines — light green (upper) solid, red short-dashed, purple dotted, blue long-dashed, and dark green
(lower) solid — show estimates of the regions that can be explored with the experimental scenarios discussed in Section IVA–
IVE, respectively. The discussion in IV focuses on the five points labeled “A” through “E”. The orange stripe denotes the
“D-term” region introduced in section IIA, in which simple models of dark matter interacting with the A

0 can explain the
annual modulation signal reported by DAMA/LIBRA. Along the thin black line, the A

0 proper lifetime c⌧ = 80µm, which is
approximately the ⌧ proper lifetime.

energy e

+

e

� colliders are a powerful laboratory for the
study of an A

0 with ✏ & 10�4 and mass above ⇠ 200
MeV, particularly in sectors with multiple light states
[32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. Their reach in ✏ is limited by lu-
minosity and irreducible backgrounds. However, an A

0

can also be produced through bremsstrahlung o↵ an elec-
tron beam incident on a fixed target [34]. This approach
has several virtues over colliding-beam searches: much
larger luminosities, of O(1 ab�1

/day) can be achieved,
scattering cross-sections are enhanced by nuclear charge
coherence, and the resulting boosted final states can be
observed with compact special-purpose detectors.

Past electron “beam-dump” experiments, in which a
detector looks for decay products of rare penetrating par-
ticles behind a stopped electron beam, constrain & 10
cm vertex displacements and ✏ & 10�7. The thick shield
needed to stop beam products limits these experiments to
long decay lengths, so thinner targets are needed to probe
shorter displacements (larger ✏ and m

A

0). However, beam
products easily escape thin targets and constitute a chal-
lenging background in downstream detectors.

The five benchmark points labeled “A” through “E”
in Figure 1 (right) require di↵erent approaches to these
challenges, discussed in Section IV. We have estimated
the reach of each scenario, summarized in Figure 1
(right), in the context of electron beams with 1–6 GeV
energies, nA–µA average beam currents, and run times
⇠ 106 s. Such beams can be found for example at the

Thomas Je↵erson National Accelerator Facility (JLab),
the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, the electron
accelerator ELSA, and the Mainzer Mikrotron (MAMI).

The scenarios for points A and E use 100 MeV–1 GeV
electron beam dumps, with more complete event recon-
struction or higher-current beams than previous dump
experiments. Low-mass, high-✏ regions (e.g. B and C)
produce boosted A

0 and forward decay products with
mm–cm displaced vertices. Our approaches exploit very
forward silicon-strip tracking to identify these vertices,
while maintaining reasonable occupancy — a limiting
factor. At still higher ✏, no displaced vertices are re-
solvable and one must take full advantage of the kine-
matic properties of the signal and background processes,
including the recoiling electron, using either the forward
geometries of B and C or a wider-angle spectrometer (e.g.
for point D). Spectrometers operating at various labora-
tories appear capable of probing this final region.

We focus on the case where the A

0 decays directly to
Standard Model fermions, but the past experiments and
proposed scenarios are also sensitive (with di↵erent ex-
clusions) if the A

0 decays to lighter U(1)0-charged scalars,
and to direct production of axion-like states.

Outline

In Section II, we summarize the properties of A

0 pro-
duction through bremsstrahlung in fixed-target colli-
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(Bjorken et. al., 0906.0580)

lots of
room to
explore!
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DarkLight timeline

• July 2012: successful 
beam tests

• Summer 2013: 
technical review

• Fall 2013: detector 
construction begins

• Fall 2015: detector 
commissioning

• 2016: data-taking
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